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Locating Points in the Pentagonal Rectangular Tiling of the Hyperbolic Plane Kamel CHELGHOUM, Maurice MARGENSTERN, Benoît MARTIN and Isabelle PECCI LITA, University of Metz Île du Saulcy 57045 Metz, France [email protected], [email protected] [email protected], [email protected] ABSTRACT This paper describes an approach to locating points in the hyperbolic plane. Our technique follows the splitting of the hyperbolic plane which generates the pentagrid, i.e. the tiling of the hyperbolic plane with regular rectangular pentagons, see [2,5]. It uses also other aspects of the technique which was initiated in [2]: the spanning tree of the dual graph of the pentagrid and the coding of the situation of the pentagons by the standard Fibonacci representation of the numbers being associated of the elements of the pentagrid. We provide algorithms which, from coordinates of a point p(xp, yp) in the Poincaré disk allow us to obtain the number of the pentagon which contains p(xp, yp). Keywords: Hyperbolic plane, Tiling, Location of points. 1. INTRODUCTION The hyperbolic geometry We refer the reader to [7] for introductory material on hyperbolic geometry. In order to fix things and to spare space for this paper, we shall use Poincaré’s disk model of the hyperbolic plane. The open unit disk U of the Euclidean plane constitutes the points of the hyperbolic plane IH2. The border of U, ∂U is called the set of points at infinity. Lines are the trace in U of its diameters or the traces in U of circles which are orthogonal to ∂U. Tiling and hyperbolic geometry Recall that in the theory of tilings, a particular case consists in considering a polygon S and then, all the reflections of S in its sides and, recursively, of the images in their sides: this is called a tessellation of S. We say that the obtained polygons are generated by S. Of course, we assume that we have the tiling property: two distinct polygons being generated by S have non intersecting interiors and any point of the plane is in the closure of at least one polygon of the set. In this case, we say that the tiling is generated by S; we shall also say that the tiling is the grid defined by S. A well known old theorem of Henri Poincaré states that there are infinitely many tilings of the hyperbolic plane which are generated by tessellation of a triangle, see for instance [1] for an elementary proof. The theorem gives a sufficient condition on the angles of the triangle to ensure the tiling property: the angles are of the form π/p, π/q and π/r and, the inequality 1/p + 1/q + 1/r < 1 is to be satisfied. This latter inequality says precisely that the polygon is a true hyperbolic triangle. As a consequence, in the hyperbolic plane, there are always polygons with regular sides for which the vertex angle is a right angle at every vertex, for any number of sides starting from five. And so, the pentagrid is the simplest example of such tilings. Another consequence of the theorem, which is also a general property of the hyperbolic geometry, is that all such polygons with the same number of sides are isometric.



In the paper, we consider the following problem: “given a point p(xp, yp) in U, find the pentagon in which p is”. We give a solution to this problem which starts from the splitting method which is introduced in [2,3,4] in order to implement cellular automata in the hyperbolic plane. In this paper, we re-visit the graphic tools being developed by the second author in order to devise algorithms to locate a point. We shall give a constructive algorithm when the coordinates of the given point are rational numbers. We first go back to the splitting which gives us the pentagrid. 2.



GENERATION OF THE PENTAGRID IN THE HYPERBOLIC PLANE Splitting the plane To explain the splitting method (see [2,3,4]), we consider a quarter Q of the hyperbolic plane. By symmetry, the splitting in the other quarters can easily be derived. The basic idea is to split Q into infinitely many pentagons, all isometric to the regular rectangular pentagon P, by a recursive process. (-a,0) (-1,0) (0,0) 5 S2 P2
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R1 (0,-1) Figure 1. The splitting of Q which is associated to the pentagrid.



As we see in the Figure 1, Q is split into one pentagon P1 and into three regions R1, R2 and R3. The pentagon P1 is called the leading pentagon of the region Q. Three new pentagons, isometric to the rectangular regular pentagon P can be computed in the regions R1, R2 and R3: - The pentagon P4 in R1 , where R1 is isometric to Q. - The pentagon P3 in R2 , where R2 is isometric to Q. - The pentagon P2 in R3 , where R3 is a strip : it is a region which is not isometric to Q; it is what remains in Q, once P1, R1 and R2 are deleted from Q; R3 itself splits into S1, which is isometric to Q and S2, a strip which is isometric to the strip R3.
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P4 is the leading pentagon of R1, P3 is the leading pentagon of R2 and P2 is the leading pentagon of R3. With this splitting, from the three new pentagons, we can generate eight new pentagons, and so on.
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Consider D, the bisector of the angle between H1 and H5. The equation of D is x = y. We know that O3 ∈ D, i.e. x3 = y3. Then, we can show that H3 is defined by O3(−1/ ω,−1/ ω) and ρ3 = 2 / ω 2 − 1 . Computations of the pentagons From the application of the splitting method to the pentagrid, we know that each region is characterised by a leading pentagon. The first one is P1. Let us show how to compute the pentagons being computed from P1. As in the computing of P1, we have to define the h-lines which support the sides of each new pentagon. P1
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Preliminary calculation To construct the pentagrid, we need the first leading pentagon P1 and the three regions R1, R2 and R3. We know that P1 is unique. We fix one vertex on the centre of the unit disk and two sides being supported by the sides of Q. Number the sides of P1 clockwise by 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5, respectively supported by the hlines: H1, H2, H3, H4 and H5. Hi is perpendicular to Hi+1 for i in [1..4] and H1 is perpendicular to H5. The euclidean length a of each side with a vertex in (0,0) can easily be obtained by: 2Π 2Π a = cos (1 + cos ) = ( 5 − 2) 5 5 As we can see in the Figure 1, we need to define H1, H2, H3, H4 and H5 to define P1 and the three regions R1, R2 and R3. In the tools devised by the second author under the form of PostScript programs, see the figures in [5,2], an h-line is represented by the coordinates of the centre of the euclidean circle (e-circle) which supports it. In this paper, we consider only the h-lines which are edges of the pentagons in Q. Accordingly, the h-lines H1, H2, H3, H4 and H5 which delimit P can be defined by the e-circles whose centres are, respectively, O1(x1,y1), O2(x2,y2), O3(x3,y3), O4(x4,y4), O5(x5,y5) and whose radiuses are respectively ρ1, ρ2, ρ3, ρ4, ρ5. Recall that these e-circles are necessary orthogonal to the unit disk. The centre and the radius satisfy the following condition:
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xi + yi = ρ i + 1



ρ i 2 = xi 2 + yi 2 − 1
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H1 and H5 are the two sides of Q. They are limit cases of h-lines O1(x1, y) with x1=0 and y→∞ and of h-lines O5(x, y5) with x→∞ and y5=0. H2 and H4 are computed in the same way: each one contains one vertex of P1 which belongs to one of the diametral h-line H1 or H5, respectively the point (0,−a) and the point (−a,0). Here is the computation of H2 : 2 H 2 : ( x − x2 ) 2 + ( y − y 2 ) 2 = ρ 2 (0,− a ) ∈ H 2 H2 ⊥ U



⇒ ( 0 − x2 ) 2 + ( − a − y 2 ) 2 = ρ 2 2
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2



⇒ (0 − x2 ) 2 + ( − a − y2 ) 2 = x2 + y2 − 1



1 + a2 = −ω 2a Eventually, H2 is defined by O2(0,−ω) and ρ 2 = ω 2 − 1 . Similarly, we can easily show that H4 is defined by O4(−ω, 0) and ρ 4 = ω 2 − 1



Figure 2. Computation of the new pentagons by reflection. As we can see in Figure 2, each new pentagon is the reflection of P1 in one of its side. We can notice that for each polygon, only two sides are supported by new h-lines, the others are supported by the same h-lines defining sides of P1. Each new hline can easily be computed if we consider that each one is the reflection in the h-lines defining the sides of P1. We distinguish three cases: the general case, when all the hlines are supported by e-circles; the case when one of the h-line is in the X-axis; the case when of the h-line is in the Y-axis. In both these last cases, we have limit cases of h-lines. Reflection computation: general case The Figure 3 shows the general case where the e-circle C3 is the reflection of C2 in C1. C1



⇔ x2 = −



To compute O3(x3,y3), the centre of H3, notice that H2 and H3 are perpendicular and verify the following condition:
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Figure 3. General case : C3 = reflection of C2 in C1.
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We can easily establish these equalities by definition of the 2 2 reflection: O1U 2 ⋅ O1U 3 = ρ1 and O1V2 ⋅ O1V3 = ρ1 . Geometrically, the point O3 verifies : 1 1 O1O3 =  O1U 3 + O1V3  = (O1U 3 + O1V3 )eiθ  2 2 2 1 ρ ρ2  ρ 2  O V + O1U 2  iθ e =  1 + 1 eiθ = 1  1 2 2  O1U 2 O1V2  2  O1U 2 ⋅ O1V2  To eliminate U2 and V2, we have also: 2 2 O1U 2 ⋅ O1V2 = (O1O2 − ρ 2 )(O1O2 + ρ 2 ) = O1O2 − ρ 2 So ρ 2  OV +OU  ρ12 O1O3 = 1  1 2 2 1 22 eiθ =  O1V2 + O1U 2  2 2  2  O1O2 − ρ 2  2 O1O2 − ρ 2  Still to eliminate U2 and V2, we have also: 1 O1O2 =  O1V2 + O1U 2   2 Then we finally obtain:
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O1O2 − ρ22 Using the orthogonality of the e-circles with the unit disk U and projecting on the axes, we obtain:  ρ12 (x2 − x1 )  x3 = x1 + 2 2 x1 + y1 − 2 x1 x2 − 2 y1 y2 + 1   ρ12 ( y2 − y1 ) (1) y3 = y1 + 2 2 x1 + y1 − 2 x1 x2 − 2 y1 y2 + 1  ρ = x 2 + y 2 − 1 3 3  3  1 2
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Reflection computation: particular cases The first particular case is when the centre lies on the X-axis and the second is when the centre lies on the Y-axis. It is not difficult to see that taking the indicated limit in the expression (1) we obtain :  x3 = x1  ρ12  , for the X-axis ( 2)  y3 = y1 − 2 y 1  ρ = x 2 + y 2 − 1 3 3  3  ρ2  x3 = x1 − 1 2 x1  , for the Y-axis (3)  y = y 1  3 ρ = x 2 + y 2 − 1 3 3  3



The tiling and the Fibonacci tree As it is shown in [2], the general splitting being defined above generates a tree: its nodes are associated with the leading pentagons which are defined in the above process. The corresponding tree is illustrated in the figure 4.



The root is P1. Then, its three sons correspond to the leading pentagons of the three regions R3, R2 and R1 which correspond to the splitting of Q \ P into three regions (from left to right on the tree). The leading pentagon of region R3 has two sons: the leading pentagons of S1 (P6) and S2 (P5). As S1 and S2 are isometric images of Q and R2, respectively, the process goes on recursively.



Figure 4. The standard Fibonacci tree defined by the splitting. In this case of the pentagrid, there are two simple rules for generating the sons of a node. One rule applies to 3-nodes, the nodes which have three sons (in white in the tree), and the other rule applies to 2-nodes, the nodes which have two sons (in black in the tree). The rules can be written in the following way, see [2]: - 3-nodes has three sons: to left, a 2-node and, in the middle and to right in both cases, 3-nodes; - 2-nodes has 2 sons: to left a 2-nodes, to right a 3-nodes. Notice that the tree is a sub-graph of the dual graph of Q. It is a bit more: it is a spanning tree of that dual graph. It is also not difficult to restore the dual graph from this tree. It is enough to define additional connections; they are represented in dotted lines in the Figure 4. There is a simple rule for that: it is enough to connect any node to the leftmost son of its right hand neighbour, on the same level. There is a problem with the nodes which lie on the leftmost and the rightmost branches of the tree. Denote by A0, respectively A1, the copy of the Fibonacci tree which is in the north-western quarter, respectively in the south-eastern quarter. For the leftmost branch, notice that it consists of 2-nodes only, the root being excluded. For these 2-nodes, there is an additional arc which connects these nodes with the 3-nodes which are in the rightmost branch of A0. Similarly, for the 3-nodes of the rightmost branch, there is an additional arc which connects these nodes with the 2-nodes of the leftmost branch of A1. In [2], a new ingredient is brought: number the nodes of the tree which is obtained from the splitting. Next we use what is called the standard Fibonacci representation of the positive integers in [2]. Indeed, it is well known that any positive number n can be written as : n=
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with αi ∈ {0,1} and fn the Fibonacci suite with sequence f0=f1=1.



In general, this representation is not unique. As an example: 1 1 1 = 1 0 0 1. We use an additional condition in order to obtain the uniqueness of the representation. As usual, we fix: ∀i ∈ {1..k-1}, if αi = 1 then αi+1 = 0. It is known as the maximal representation with respect to the lexicographical order.
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To compute this, we need the h-lines which delimit the splitting in a region. Notice that the five h-lines of the leading pentagon of the region are sufficient to that purpose. We have two cases, depending on whether the leading pentagon is a 2-node or a 3node.The Figure 6 shows what to do in each case: for 3-nodes, H1 and H5 delimit the region and H2, H3 with H4 delimit its splitting. For 2-nodes, H1, H2 and H5 delimit the region while H3 and H4 delimit its splitting. To minimise the computations, we must study how to obtain the h-lines of the splitting from the h-lines of the region. 4
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left-hand son (2-nodes) :w’= (α'p..α '1 0 0) right-hand son (3-nodes):w’= (α'p..α '1 0 1)



The corresponding Fibonacci numbers are displayed in the tree of the Figure 4. In [2], it is proved that from the standard Fibonacci representation of a node (i.e. a pentagon of the tiling), we can obtain the path from the corresponding node to the root and the numbers of its neighbouring cells, both in linear time with respect to the length of the standard Fibonacci representation. 3.
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Figure 5. The Fibonacci number computation. Thus, there are two simple rules for generating the Fibonacci representation as shown by the Figure 5. One rule applies to 3nodes and the other rule applies to 2-nodes: leftmost son (2-nodes) :w’=(αk..α1 0 0) – 1 3-nodes middle son (3-nodes) :w’= (αk..α1 0 0) w = (αk..α1) rightmost son (3-nodes):w’= (αk..α1 0 1)
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LOCATING POINTS IN THE HYPERBOLIC PLANE



Principle Let us now go back to the problem which we formulated in the introduction: “given a point p(xp,yp) in Q, find the pentagon in which p is”. The following simple algorithm : if p is in the leading pentagon of R the leading pentagon of R is the searched pentagon else consider Ri a sub-region of R such as p ∈ Ri start again the algorithm with Ri is a solution for this problem.



But to determine if p is in the leading pentagon amounts to checking that p is not in a sub-region. To avoid twice the same computation (membership to P then membership to subregions), we modify the previous algorithm as follows. First, we search the membership to sub-regions and when this fails, the point is necessary in the leading pentagon. Finally, we obtain a simpler algorithm: if exists Ri a sub-region of R such as p ∈ Ri start again with Ri else P the leading pentagon of R is the searched pentagon



Figure 6. Computation of the h-lines. The numbers 1 to 5 correspond to the h-lines H1 to H5. There are two simple rules for computing the new five h-lines. One rule applies to 3-nodes like the pentagon P in the Figure 6 and the other rule applies to 2-nodes like the pentagon P’ in the Figure 6. The rules can be written in the following way: 3-nodes, pentagon P : if p is in the region defined by the side 2 (H2) H1 := H1; H2 := reflection of H5 in H2 H3 := reflection of H4 in H2; H4 := H3 ; H5 := H2 else if p is in the region defined by the side 3 (H3) H1 := H2; H2 = reflection of H1 in H3 H3 := reflection of H5 in H3; H4 := H4 ; H5 := H3 else if p is in the region defined by the side 4 (H4) H1 := H3; H2 = reflection of H2 in H4 H3 := reflection of H1 in H4; H4 := H5; H5 := H4 else p is in P fi 2-nodes, pentagon P’ : if p is in the region defined by the side 2 (H2) H1 := H1; H2 := reflection of H5 in H2 H3 := reflection of H4 in H2; H4 := H3; H5 := H2 else if p is in the region defined by the side 3 (H3) H1 := H2 ; H2 := reflection of H1 in H3 H3 := reflection of H5 in H3; H4 := H4 H5 := H3 else p is in P’ fi Of course, when we will go through the path from the pentagon P1 to the searched pentagon, we must compute the associated Fibonacci number with the rules of the Figure 5.



The algorithm The result is a pentagon. In this paper, we use a different representation of the pentagons than the representation being used in the quoted programs of the second author. In these programs, the pentagons are represented by the coordinates of their five vertices. Here our data structure includes the five hlines and a data which we call Fibonacci code and which is the Fibonacci representation of the number of the pentagon. As in the section 2 we presented a rather simple way to compute the coordinates of a h-line l which is the reflection in a h-line m of a h-line n from the coordinates of m and n, this representation allows faster computations than the already mentioned programs.



We introduce several functions: - a constructor Pentagon to create a pentagon from five hlines and a Fibonacci code, - H1, H2, H3, H4 and H5 to access to the five h-lines of a pentagon, - Code to access to the Fibonacci code of a pentagon, We add the two constructors, Point and HLine, to create a point and a h-line from one point and a radius respectively. The last two functions are: - sym (Hm, Hn) to compute a h-line by reflection of Hm in Hn. This function implements all the different cases which have been seen in this paper, - IsIn to test if a point is in the region bordered by a h-line (i.e. if the point is inside the e-circle which codes the hline). Notice that, for the sake of simplicity, this algorithm uses a special kind of operators + and – when it is applied to a Fibonacci code. The operator + is used to append 0 or 1 to a Fibonacci code and the operator – is used when we want the code of the number which is obtained by subtracting one from the encoded number. Algorithm for Index_Pentagon input p(x,y) //in the bottom left quarter of the hyperbolic plane 2Π   1 + cos  5   ω := (1 + a 2 ) 2a a := cos



2Π 5



LP:=Pentagon( HLine(Point(∞,?),∞), HLine(Point(0, −ω), ω−a), HLine(Point(−1/ω,−1/ ω), 2 / ω 2 − 1 ), HLine(Point(−ω,0),ω−a), HLine(Point(?,∞),∞), "1") found:=false; is3Node:=true while not found if is3Node then if IsIn(p,H2(LP)) then //step 1 LP:=Pentagon ( H1(LP), sym(H5(LP),H2(LP)), sym(H4(LP), H2(LP)),H3(LP), H2(LP),Code(LP)+"01") else if IsIn(p,H3(LP)) then //step 2 LP:=Pentagon ( H2(LP), sym(H1(LP),H3(LP)), sym(H5(LP), H3(LP)) H4(LP),



H3(LP),Code(LP)+"00" )//preferred son else if IsIn(p,H4(LP)) then //step 3 LP:=Pentagon ( H3(LP),sym(H2(LP),H4(LP)), sym(H1(LP), H4(LP)),H5(LP), H4(LP),Code(LP)+"00"-1) is3Node:=false else found := true //p belongs to LP fi else //it’s a 2-node if IsIn(p,H2(LP)) then //step 4 LP:=Pentagon ( H1(LP),sym(H5(LP),H2(LP)), sym(H4(LP), H2(LP)),H3(LP), H2(LP),Code(LP)+"01") is3Node:=true else if IsIn(p,H3(LP)) then //step 5 LP:=Pentagon ( H2(LP),sym(H1(LP),H3(LP)), sym(H5(LP), H3(LP)),H4(LP), H3(LP),Code(LP)+"00" )// preferred son else found := true //p belongs to LP fi elihw Index_Pentagon is LP



At this point, notice that if the point p(x,y) has real coordinates, we cannot know with a full certainty the number of a pentagon which contains p. We can if p is in the interior of a pentagon. We cannot if p belongs to the boundary of a pentagon. In that case, the best which we can do is to indicate the numbers of four pentagons P1, P2, P3 and P4 which share a vertex such that p is in P1 ∪ P2 ∪ P3 ∪ P4 . The case of points with rational coordinates. As indicated in the introduction, we consider now the case when the point p(x,y) is given with coordinates which are rational numbers. In order to stress on this point, we shall write p(a,b) when the coordinates of p are rational numbers. In that case, we have the following property: Theorem: There is a polynomial algorithm which, for any point p(a,b) with rational coordinates in the unit disk computes the number of a pentagon P which contains p.



In order to prove the theorem, we need to establish the following property: Lemma 1: The centres O(ai ,bi) of the e-circle which support the / (ω), where ω h-lines of the pentagrid have their coordinates in Q satisfies the equation: ω 4 + 4ω 2 − 1 = 0 . Proof of the lemma 1. Looking at the formulas (1), (2) and (3) which were established for the computation of the reflection in a / (ω), line of another line, we have just to prove that if y is in Q / (ω). It is a classical result of algebra that the then y-1 is also in Q / (ω) is a field as an extension of Q / by the root of a set Q / . QED. polynomial over Q Lemma 2: It is possible to compute the coordinates of y-1 in / (ω) from the coordinates of y in Q / (ω) in polynomial time. Q



Proof of the lemma 2. Assume that we know the coordinates in / (ω) of y. This means that we know a, b, c and d in Q / (ω) such Q / (ω) is a field of dimension 4 that y = a + bω + cω 2 + dω 3 . As Q / , 1, y, y2, y3 and y4 are necessarily not free. This means over Q / such that: that there are c1, c2, c3, c4 and c5 in Q c1 + c2 y + c3 y 2 + c4 y 3 + c5 y 4 = 0 .



At least one of the ci's are different from 0. For simplicity, we may assume that c1 ≠ 0 . Dividing by c1y, we obtain an expression of y-1. And so, the problem boils down to compute / which can easily the ci's. The ci's yk's have coordinates over Q be computed from the coordinates of y. Projecting the relation c1 + c2 y + c3 y 2 + c4 y 3 + c5 y 4 = 0 on the basis 1, y, y2, y3, y4 of / (ω) over Q / provides us with a linear system of equations Q whose unknowns are the ci's. The dimension of this system is fixed and so, the computation of its solution by the Gauss method for instance, is polynomial in the coordinates of y over / . Q Proof of the theorem. As in the discussion which we had before the proof of the lemmas, if p(a,b) falls in the interior of a pentagon P, the above algorithm will find P and it will give us its number. The problem arises when p(a,b) falls in the boundary of such a pentagon. Indeed, when we compute whether p(a,b) is or not in a region being delimited by a ecircle, we have to know whether or not the points falls on the circumference of the e-circle itself. The theorem will be proved if we give an algorithm for giving an answer to this question. The answer is positive.



Indeed, consider a point p(a,b) and a e-circle O(xo,yo). The equation of the e-circle is x 2 + y 2 − 2 xo x − 2 yo y + 1 = 0 and p(a,b) is on the e-circle if and only if (4) a 2 + b 2 − 2 xo a − 2 yob + 1 = 0 / (ω) and so, we can write: Now, xo,yo are in Q  xo = x0 + x1ω + x2ω 2 + x3ω 3  y = y + y ω + y ω2 + y ω3 0 1 2 3  o Inserting these relations in (4), and projecting the result on each / (ω), we obtain the following system of element of the basis of Q equations: a 2 + b 2 − 2 x0 a − 2 y0b + 1 = 0 ax + by1 = 0 ( S ) 1 ax + by2 = 0  2 ax3 + by3 = 0 Consider the last three equations of (S). If the vectors ( x1 , x2 , x3 ) and ( y1 , y2 , y3 ) are not parallel, which is easily checked as the xi's and the yi's are rational numbers, then a = b = 0 and so, the first equation of (S) cannot be satisfied. And so, in this case, p(a,b) does not belong to the e-circle. If the vectors ( x1 , x2 , x3 ) and ( y1 , y2 , y3 ) are parallel, which is also easy to check, then we can compute a rational number k such that a = kb . Now, putting this relation in the first equation of (S), we can easily compute whether the equation holds or not. Accordingly, the property that p(a,b) belongs to the considered e-circle is decidable. Looking at the computations which are involved, we know that the computation is polynomial in a, b, x and y. In order to complete the proof of the theorem, we have to see that the number of iterations of the algorithm is polynomial. Indeed, if we consider the coordinates a and b of the point under consideration, then we can write a = na d a and b = nb d b .



For the sake of simplicity, we may assume that na, da, nb and db are positive integers and that d a > na and also d b > nb . Accordingly, 1 − na d a = 1 − na d a > 1 d a . Without loss of generality, we may assume that d a ≥ d b . Consider the sequence of ai's which are the vertices of the pentagons of the pentagrid which are on the X_axis, starting from a1 = −ω . From [5], we n know that this sequence satisfies (1 − an ) < (1 − a1 ) . From this remark, we easily conclude that if k is the number of digits of da in binary, then there is a constant C such that C k > d a and so, the point is within a disk of radius ak. Now it is plain that the number of iterations of the algorithm is of the order of k, which completes the proof of our theorem. 4. CONCLUSION As a conclusion, we think that this algorithm is interesting in itself. However, it may have applications, at least in the modelisation of physical phenomena in quantum mechanics, in the special theory of relativity or also in astrophysics. It is plain that the same technique can be repeated, almost word for word, in the case of other tilings of the hyperbolic plane, in particular for the tessellations of a regular polygon with right angle at each vertex. As it is done in [6], the same splitting technique applies to this case. In particular, an analogous coding can be defined with similar properties. This can be of interest in simulation considerations for the choice of the most appropriate tiling.



[1] [2] [3]



[4]



[5] [6] [7]
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